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Clinical Pharmacology
Clinical pharmacology is the branch of pharmacology concerned with the safe and effective use of drugs.

A general schema of clinical pharmacology divided into dose, concentration, and effect domains.

Pharmacokinetics PK
What the body does to a drug
Pharmacokinetics is the quantitative study of the absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion of
drugs and their metabolites (ADME).
It is the study of the relationship between the dose of a drug and the resulting concentrations in the
body over time (the dose-concentration relationship)= drug’s disposition in the body.
The pharmacokinetic parameters introduced are volume of distribution, clearance, rate constant for
elimination, time constant and half-life.

1) Absorption
Absorption is the entry of a drug into the systemic circulation from site of administration.
Mechanisms of Drug Absorption:
• most drugs are absorbed into the systemic circulation via passive diffusion
• other mechanisms include active transport, facilitated diffusion, and pinocytosis/phagocytosis
The systemic absorption rate of a drug determines the magnitude of the drug effect and duration of action.
Changes in the systemic absorption rate may necessitate an adjustment in the dose or time interval
between repeated drug doses. Systemic absorption, regardless of the route of drug administration, depends
on the drug’s solubility.
Many drugs need to pass through one or more cell membranes to reach their site of action.

Routes of Drug
Administration
• Enteral: oral, sublingual, buccal
• Parenteral: IV, IM, SC,
intradermal
• Others: Topical, inhalational,
intrathecal, transdermal, rectal.

Factors influencing the Rate of Diffusion:
1) Molecular size
The rate of passive diffusion is inversely proportional to the square root of molecular size (Graham’s law). In
general, small molecules will diffuse much more readily than large ones.
2) Concentration gradient
Fick’s law states that the rate of transfer across a membrane is proportional to the concentration gradient across
the membrane. Thus, increasing the plasma concentration of the unbound fraction of drug will increase its rate of
transfer across the membrane and will accelerate the onset of its pharmacological effect.
3) Lipid solubility
The lipid solubility of a drug reflects its ability to pass through the cell membrane; this property is independent of
the pKa of the drug. Lipid solubility affects the rate of absorption from the site of administration.

Factors influencing the Rate of Diffusion:
4) Protein binding
Only the unbound fraction of drug in plasma is free to cross the cell membrane; drugs vary greatly in the
degree of plasma protein binding. In practice, the extent of this binding is of importance only if the drug is
highly protein-bound (more than 90%). Both albumin and globulins bind drugs, In general, albumin binds
neutral or acidic drugs (e.g. barbiturates), and globulins (in particular, α-1 acid glycoprotein) bind basic drugs
(e.g. morphine).
In conditions of severe hypoalbuminaemia (e.g., in end-stage liver cirrhosis or burns), the proportion of
unbound drug increases markedly such that the same dose will have a greatly exaggerated pharmacological
effect.
5) Ionization
The lipophilic nature of the cell membrane only permits the passage of the nonionized uncharged fraction of
any drug. The degree to which a drug is ionized in a solution depends on the molecular structure of the drug
and the pH of the solution in which it is dissolved.

The pKa (ionization/dissociation constant) is the pH at which 50% of the drug molecules are ionized and 50%
are nonionized. The value for pKa depends on the molecular structure of the drug and is independent of
whether it is acidic or basic.
Most drugs are either weak acids or weak bases.
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Nonionized = absorbable
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Examples:

Henderson-Hasselbalch equation: pH-pKa=log

1) A weak acid drug, has a pKa of 5.5 taken orally at the stomach solution of pH
3.5, what is the absorption?

It is an acid drug so it 100% nonionized and well absorbed.
2) A weak base drug, has a pKa of 7.5, taken orally in the stomach at pH of 3.5,
what is the absorption?
pH- pKa = 3.5 – 7.5 = -4
It is a base so it will be 0% nonionized and poorly absorbed.

Nonionized

pH – pKa = 3.5 – 5.5 = -2

Base

Acid

Bioavailability
Bioavailability is defined as the fraction of drug that reaches the systemic circulation compared with the same
dose given intravenously (i.v) (%).
Determining bioavailability is important for calculating drug dosages for non intravenous routes.
It is calculated by the ratio of the area under the stated concentration–time curve (AUC) divided by the area under
the i.v concentration–time curve. AUC oral/AUC i.v.

Factors influencing Bioavailability
Properties of the drug:
• particle size
• structure
• solubility
• pKa
Physiological factors:
• gastric pH
• gastric emptying intestinal motility
• perfusion of gastrointestinal tract, first pass metabolism.

Pathological factors:
• cardiac and liver disease
• enzyme inducers or inhibitors such as cytochrome P450
• vomiting
• diarrhea

First-pass metabolism may be increased,
and oral bioavailability reduced through
the induction of hepatic enzymes (e.g.,
phenobarbital induces hepatic enzymes,
reducing the bioavailability of warfarin).
Conversely, hepatic enzymes may be
inhibited, and bioavailability increased
(e.g., cimetidine may increase the
bioavailability of propranolol).
High ER= ↓ Bioavailability
Low ER=↑ Bioavailability

Extraction ratio = Fraction of total drug removed from the blood by the liver. ER depends on hepatic blood flow,
uptake into the hepatocyte and enzyme metabolic capacity within the hepatocyte

2) Distribution
Distribution of a drug from systemic circulation to organs and tissues.
• Major body fluid compartments include plasma, interstitial fluid, intracellular fluid, transcellular fluid
(e.g. CSF, peritoneal, pleural)
• tissue compartments include fat, brain
Factors Affecting the Rate and Extent of Drug Distribution
• physiochemical properties of the drug e.g., pKa
• pH of fluid
• plasma protein binding
• binding within compartments
• regional blood flow
Special Barriers to Distribution:
• Placental: most small molecular weight drugs cross the placenta, although fetal blood levels are usually
lower than maternal.
• Blood-Brain: permeable only to lipid soluble drugs or those with very low molecular weight.

Distribution
Drugs fall into one of three general groups:
1) Those confined to the plasma – certain drugs (e.g. dextran 70) are too large to cross the vascular endothelium.
Other drugs (e.g. warfarin) may be so intensely protein bound that the unbound fraction is tiny, so that the amount
available to leave the circulation is immeasurably small.
2) Those with limited distribution – the non-depolarizing muscle relaxants are polar, poorly lipid-soluble and bulky.
Therefore, their distribution is limited to tissues supplied by capillaries with fenestrae (i.e. muscle) that allow their
movement out of the plasma. They cannot cross cell membranes but work extracellularly.
3) Those with extensive distribution – these drugs are often highly lipid-soluble. Providing their molecular size is
relatively small, the extent of plasma protein binding does not restrict their distribution due to the weak nature of
such interactions.
Those drugs that are not confined to the plasma are initially distributed to tissues with the highest blood flow
(brain, lung, kidney, thyroid, adrenal) then to tissues with a moderate blood flow (muscle), and finally to tissues
with a very low blood flow (fat). These three groups of tissues provide a useful model when explaining how plasma
levels decline after drug administration.

Volume of distribution
Volume of distribution: The theoretical volume into which a drug distributes following its administration (ml).

• where VD is the volume of distribution and C0 is the concentration at time 0.

• VD is estimated based on the volume of water into which the drug appears to have distributed; they do not
represent any actual volume or anatomic space within the body.
• Large VD= greater distribution into tissues, small VD=confined to plasma or ECF.
• Using a simple one-compartment model, the loading dose and the infusion rate required to maintain a constant
plasma concentration can be calculated as follows:
• LD = VD.C
where LD is the loading dose and C is the required plasma concentration.
• Rinf = C.Cl
where Rinf is the infusion rate required and Cl is the clearance.

Volume of distribution
Points to remember:
• The higher VD the lower plasma concentration and vice verse.
• VD is low when higher percentage of drug is bound to plasma proteins
• Tissue binding and accumulation of drugs with high VD values raise the possibility of displacement by other
agents---changes in pharmacologic activity.

Redistribution:
Lipid soluble drugs redistribute into fat tissues prior to elimination. With repeated doses, fat and other tissue
depots become saturated, resulting in longer duration of action that the first dose.

Compartmental models
Compartment: One or more components of a mathematical model that aim to replicate the drug-handling
characteristics of a proportion of the body.
Models may contain any number of compartments, but single-compartment models are generally inaccurate for
studying pharmacokinetics. A three-compartment model allows accurate modelling with only limited complexity.

Three-compartment model
Most anesthetic drugs are accurately modelled in this way. Remember that the compartments are not representing
precise physiological regions of the body. Instead, they are designed to model areas of the body that share similar
properties in terms of rates of equilibration with the central compartment.

Three-compartment model
Three-compartment models show how drug first enters a central (first) compartment, is then distributed rapidly
to a second and slowly to a third whilst being eliminated only from the first.
Distribution to, and redistribution from, the peripheral compartments occurs continuously according to
prevailing concentration gradients. These peripheral compartments may act as reservoirs keeping the central
compartment full even as elimination is occurring from it.
The ratio of the rate constants to and from the central compartment will, therefore, affect the length of time
taken to eliminate a drug fully.

Drug Action
Plasma Level Curves
Cmax (maximum concentration): This is the highest concentration
of drug in the blood that is measured after a dose. The time that
Cmax happens is referred to as Tmax.

Cmin or trough (pronounced "troff") (minimum
concentration): This is the lowest concentration of the
drug in the blood that is measured after a dose.
Half-life (t ½): This is the amount of time it takes for the
drug concentration in the blood to decline by half.
AUC (area-under-the-curve): This is the overall amount
of drug in the bloodstream after a dose.

Drug Action
Concentration versus time
Concentration-time curves describe the time course of drug movement into and out of the body. Plasma decay
curves are used to calculate pharmacokinetic parameters for drugs such as absorption and elimination rate
constants, half-lives, clearance, and volume of distribution. In the field of pharmacokinetics, the area under the
curve (AUC) is the definite integral in a plot of drug concentration in blood plasma vs. time.
Onset time: time required for drug to start
producing pharmacological response, it is the
time at which plasma drug concentration reach
MEC.

Peak effect

Duration of action: time period during which
plasma drug concentration remains above MEC.
Peak effect: the point at which the drug reaches
its highest effective action.
Minimum effective concentration MEC: is the
concentration of the drug in the blood or plasma
needed for a therapeutic effect.

MEC

Loading dose, infusion rate and dose interval
Loading (Bolus) Dose LD: the dose required to immediately achieve a plasma concentration similar to steady
state concentration.
With some drugs, especially those with a large volume of distribution, it may be necessary to give a loading dose
initially to get above the MEC and get the beneficial effect quickly.
LD = VD × required concentration.

Maintenance Dose MD: is a small, fixed dose that is given to maintain the MEC.
If we want to maintain particular plasma level, then repeated doses must be given or the drug can be given by a
constant infusion.
MD = infusion rate X dosing interval
The frequency of drug dosing depends on the rate at which drug is removed from plasma either by distribution or
elimination.
If the rate of removal is high, then the dosing interval must be short and doses given frequently; if the rate of
removal is slow, then the dosing interval can be longer and doses given less frequently.

Loading and Maintenance dose

Steady State:
Steady state is reached either when rate in = rate out or when values associated with a dosing interval are the
same as those in the succeeding interval.
The time to reach steady state is dependent only on the elimination half-life of a drug and is independent of
dose size or frequency.

It takes 4-5 half-lives to achieve steady state.
Classic clues
Time to steady state:
50% = 1 x half-life
90% = 3.3 x half-life
95% = 4-5 x half life
100% = >7 x half life

Plateau Principle
Plasma concentration plateau and fluctuate about an average steady state. This is known as the plateau principle of
drug accumulation.
The amplitude of fluctuation in plasma concentration at steady state depends on the dose interval relative to the
t1/2.

Context-sensitive half time
Context-sensitive half time: The time taken for the plasma concentration of a drug to fall by half after the
cessation of an infusion designed to maintain a steady plasma concentration (time).
it is used to identify the fact that the half time will usually alter in the setting of varying durations of drug infusion.

Context-sensitive half time
It is important to realize that the CSHT does not predict the time to patient awakening but simply the time until the
plasma concentration of a drug has fallen by half. The patient may need the plasma concentration to fall by 75% in
order to awaken, and the time taken for this or any other percentage fall to occur is known as a decrement time.
The longest possible context-sensitive half-time is seen when the infusion has reached steady state, when there is no
transfer between compartments and input rate is the same as elimination rate.
Decrement time: The time taken for the plasma concentration of a drug to fall to the specified percentage of its
former value after the cessation of an infusion designed to maintain a steady plasma concentration (time).

Clearance
Clearance: is the volume of plasma from which a drug is removed per unit time (ml.min1).
where AUC is the area under concentration–time curve
Clearance gives a value for the amount of plasma cleared of a drug. The mechanism of this clearance can involve
elimination, excretion or both.

Elimination = Removal of drug from the plasma. This may be via distribution, metabolism or excretion.
Excretion = The removal of drug from the body.

Time constant and half-life (t1/2)
Time constant = how quickly the plasma concentration falls with time and is defined as the time it would have
taken plasma concentration to fall to zero if the original rate of elimination had continued.

The half-life = is the time taken for the plasma concentration to fall to 50% of its initial value.
Time constant is LONGER than half-life.

Elimination
First-order elimination: A situation where the rate of drug elimination at any time depends upon the
concentration of the drug present at that time.
This is an exponential process, and a constant proportion of drug is eliminated in a given time. The higher the
amount the more rapid the elimination. Time to eliminate 50% of a given amount is called elimination half-life
(t1/2). Most drugs follow first-order elimination.
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Zero-order elimination: A situation where the rate of drug elimination is independent of the concentration
of drug and is. A constant amount of drug is eliminated per unit time.
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Drugs with zero-order elimination have no fixed half life. Zero-order is due to saturation of elimination
mechanisms, e.g. ethanol, high therapeutic doses of phenytoin, toxic doses of salicylates.

Elimination

3) Metabolism
Metabolism (Biotransformation) is conversion of drug molecules to more water-soluble metabolites that are more
readily excreted.
Sites of biotransformation include liver (main), GI tract, lung, plasma, kidney.
Result of the process of biotransformation:
■ an inactive prodrug may be activated (e.g. codeine to morphine)
■ a drug may be changed to another active metabolite (e.g. diazepam to oxazepam)
■ a drug may be changed to a toxic metabolite (e.g. meperidine to normeperidine)
■ a drug may be inactivated (most drugs)
In general, metabolism produces a more polar (water soluble) molecule that can be excreted in the bile or urine –
the chief routes of drug excretion.

Drug Metabolizing Pathways
Phase I (P450) reactions:
■ minor molecular changes introduce or unmask polar groups on a parent compound to increase water
solubility (e.g. oxidation-reduction, hydrolysis, hydroxylation); the change is typically minimal compared
to phase II, and often phase I places a polar ‘handle’ on a lipophilic drug to allow for phase II.
■ mediated by CYPs found in the endoplasmic reticulum.
■ product of the reaction can be excreted or undergo further phase II reactions.

Phase II (conjugation) reactions:
■ conjugation with large polar endogenous substrates (e.g. glucuronidation, glutathione conjugation,
sulfation)
■ dramatically increases water solubility and renal elimination
■ can result in biologically active metabolites (e.g. glucuronides of morphine)
■ can occur independently of phase I reactions.
In liver failure, phase I reactions are generally affected before phase II, so drugs with a predominantly phase II
metabolism are less affected.

Enzyme inhibition and induction
Some drugs induce the activity of the hepatic microsomal enzymes. The rate of metabolism of the enzyme-inducing
drug as well as other drugs is increased and may lead to reduced plasma levels. Other drugs, especially those with an
imidazole structure (e.g. cimetidine), inhibit the activity of hepatic microsomal enzymes and may result in increased
plasma levels.

4) Excretion
Elimination refers to the processes of removal of the drug from the plasma and includes distribution and
metabolism, while excretion refers to the removal of drug from the body.
The chief sites of excretion are in the urine and the bile
In general, high molecular weight compounds (>30 000) are not filtered or secreted by the kidney and are
therefore preferentially excreted in the bile. A significant fraction of a drug carrying a permanent charge, such as
pancuronium, may be excreted unchanged in urine.

Pharmacodynamics PD
What the drug does to the body
It is the study of the relationship between the concentration of the drug in the body and its effects (i.e.,
the concentration-effect relationship) = Drug effects, both therapeutic and adverse.
Particularly important PD parameters include potency and the steepness of the concentration-effect
relationship.

Receptor Action
The number of receptors in cell membranes is dynamic and increases (upregulates) or decreases (downregulates)
in response to specific stimuli.
Changing receptor numbers is one of many mechanisms that contribute to variability in response to drugs.

Receptor Types
1) Receptors located in the lipid bilayer of cell membranes: opioids, intravenous sedative hypnotics, benzodiazepines,
beta blockers, catecholamines, muscle relaxants.
2) Receptors that are intracellular proteins and interact with insulin and steroids.
When a drug binds to a receptor, it changes the activity by:
• Enhancing its activity (propofol increases the sensitivity of the –aminobutyric acid receptor [GABAA] to GABA, the
endogenous ligand).
• Decreasing its activity (ketamine decreases the activity of the N-methyl-d-aspartate [NMDA] receptor).
• Triggering a chain reaction (opioid binding to the mu opioid receptor activates an inhibitory G protein that
decreases adenylyl cyclase activity).

Pharmacodynamics PD
Drug–Receptor interaction
Receptor: is a component of a cell that interacts selectively with a
compound to initiate the biochemical change or cascade that produces the
effects of the compound:

D + R ↔DR
where D is drug, R is receptor and DR is drug–receptor complex.
The magnitude of the response is proportional to the concentration of DR
(i.e. [DR]).

The affinity constant = the strength of drug–receptor binding
The dissociation constant = the tendency for the drug–receptor complex to
split into its component drug and receptor.
High affinity drug------high DR------ small KD. The opposite is true

Pharmacodynamics
PD

Affinity: A measure of how avidly a drug binds to a receptor.

Efficacy:(intrinsic activity): A measure of the magnitude of the effect once the drug is bound= the
maximum biological response produced by a drug=Emax

Potency: A measure of the quantity of the drug needed to produce maximal effect.
Potency is compared using the median effective concentration (EC50) or median effective dose (ED50)

Median effective concentration (EC50) = The concentration of a drug that induces a specified response
exactly halfway between baseline and maximum = MEC.

Median effective dose (ED50) = The dose of drug that induces a specified response in 50% of the
population to whom it is administered.
A drug with a lower EC50 or ED50 will have a higher potency, as it suggests that a lower dose of the drug is
needed to produce the desired effect. The EC50 is important in determining the range of target
concentrations that will be necessary for effective therapy (i.e., the therapeutic window).

Dose–response curves
This is the time-independent relationship between exposure to the drug (x-axis) and the measured effect (y-axis).

Potency
• measured by EC50 (the concentration of a drug
needed to produce 50% of Emax)
• a drug that reaches its EC50 at a lower dose is
more potent

A drug with a left shifted concentration vs. response
curve [lower C50] is considered more potent, whereas
a drug with a right-shifted dose vs. response curve is
less potent.

Median lethal dose (LD50) = The dose of drug that is lethal in 50% of the population to whom it is
administered.

Therapeutic index = The therapeutic index of a drug reflects the balance between its useful effects and its toxic
effects. It is often defined as ratio LD50/ED50
It reflects the “margin of safety” for a drug – the likelihood of a therapeutic dose to cause serious toxicity or
death, the larger the TI, the safer a drug.

Therapeutic

Lethal

Agonism and Antagonism

Agonist: A drug which binds to a specific receptor (affinity) and, once bound, is able to produce a response
(intrinsic activity).

Antagonist: A drug that has significant affinity but no intrinsic activity, it binds to the receptor without
activating the receptor.

Agonism and Antagonism
Full agonist = A drug that produces a maximal response once bound to the receptor.
Partial agonist = A drug with significant affinity but submaximal intrinsic activity.
Inverse agonist = A compound that, when bound, produces an effect opposite to the endogenous agonist.

Agonism and Antagonism
Competitive antagonist = A compound that competes with endogenous agonists for the same binding site; it
may be reversible or irreversible.

• Reversible antagonist: A compound whose inhibitory effects may be overcome by increasing the concentration
of an agonist.
• Irreversible antagonist: A compound whose inhibitory effects cannot be overcome by increasing the
concentration of an agonist.

Non-competitive antagonist = A compound that binds at a different site to the natural receptor and produces
a conformational distortion that prevents receptor activation.

Tachyphylaxis, desensitization and tolerance
Repeated doses of a drug may lead to a change in the pharmacological response, which may be increased or
decreased for the same dose.

Tachyphylaxis: is defined as a rapid decrease in response to repeated doses over a short time period.
The most common mechanism is the decrease of stores of a transmitter before resynthesis can take place. An
example is the diminishing response to repeated doses of ephedrine, an indirectly acting sympathomimetic amine,
caused by the depletion of noradrenaline.

Desensitization: refers to a chronic loss of response over a longer period and may be caused by a structural
change in receptor morphology or by an absolute loss of receptor numbers.
The term is often used synonymously with tachyphylaxis. An example is the loss of β-adrenergic receptors from the
myocardial cell surface in the continued presence of adrenaline and dobutamine.

Tolerance: refers to the phenomenon whereby larger doses are required to produce the same pharmacological
effect, such as occurs in chronic opioid use or abuse.
This reflects an altered sensitivity of the receptors of the central nervous system to opioids – the mechanism may
be a reduction of receptor density or a reduction of receptor affinity.
Tolerance occurs if nitrates are given by continuous infusion for prolonged periods as the sulphydryl groups on
vascular smooth muscle become depleted. A drug holiday of a few hours overnight when the need for
vasodilatation is likely to be at its lowest allows replenishment of the sulphydryl groups and restoration of the
pharmacological effect.

DRUG INTERACTIONS
Interactions occur when one drug modifies the action of another. This interaction may either increase or decrease
the second drug’s action.

Additive: When the effects summate. 1+1=2.
e.g. Administering midazolam with propofol reduces the amount of
propofol required to generate an effect.

Potentiation: the effect of one drug is greatly increased by the intake of
another drug itself without notable effect. 1+0=2

Synergism: When the combined effect is greater than would be expected
from summation alone. 1+1>2.
e.g. Co-administration of remifentanil and propofol has a synergistic effect
in maintenance of anesthesia.

Isomeris
Isomerism is the phenomenon by which molecules
m with the same atomic formulae have different structural
arrangements – the component atoms of the molecule are the same, but they are arranged in a different
configuration. There are two broad classes of isomerism:
• Structural isomerism
• Stereoisomerism

1) Structural isomerism: Molecules that are structural isomers have identical chemical formulae, but the
order of atomic bonds differs. Depending on the degree of structural similarity between the isomers,
comparative pharmacological effects may range from identical to markedly different.

Tautomerism: refers to the dynamic interchange between two forms of a molecular structure, often precipitated
by a change in the physical environment. For example, midazolam, which is ionized in solution at pH 4, changes
structure by forming a seven-membered unionized ring at physiological pH 7.4, rendering it lipid-soluble.

Isomerism

2) Stereoisomerism: Stereoisomers have both the same chemical constituents and bond structure as
each other but a different three-dimensional configuration.
Stereochemistry= study of how molecules are structured in 3D.

There are two forms of stereoisomerism:
• Geometric
• Optical

Stereoisomerism
1) Geometric: when a molecule has dissimilar groups attached to two atoms (often carbon) linked either
by a double bond or in a ring structure.
The free rotation of groups is restricted and so the groups may either be on the same side of the plane of
the double bond or ring, or on opposite sides. If the groups are on the same side the conformation is
called cis- and if on opposite sides trans-.

2) Optical: Optical isomers are named like this because of their effect on plane polarized light. Simple substances
which show optical isomerism exist as two isomers known as enantiomers.
Enantiomer= substances of opposite shape----pair of molecules existing in two forms that are mirror images of
one another (Rt/Lt hand) but can not be superimposed.
Optical isomers may have one or more chiral centers. A chiral center is a carbon atom, or a quaternary nitrogen
surrounded by four different chemical groups.
“chiral” is the term used to designate a molecule that has a center (or centers) of 3D asymmetry.
Chirality in molecular structure results in a set of mirror image molecular twins (i.e., the two enantiomers of a
racemic mixture) that cannot be superimposed. A mixture of equal parts (50:50) of an optically active isomer and
its enantiomer is termed racemic mixture.

Pair of enantiomers → dissolved in solution → rotate polarized light:
Clockwise ---- Dextrorotatory (d+)
Optical isomers
Counterclockwise ---- Levorotatory (I-)

Dextrorotatory compound (d, +) is a compound that rotates the plane of polarized light clockwise as it
approaches the observer (to the right).
Levorotatory compound (l, -) is a compound that rotates the plane of polarized light counterclockwise (to the
left).

Now this absolute configurations are designated R or S. if their atomic numbers descend in a clockwise fashion
then this is the R (rectus) form, if anticlockwise it is the S (sinister) form.

Isomerism Clinical Implication
In general, the 3D conformation of a drug determines its pharmacodynamic actions at a molecular level. If the drug
acts via a receptor, then conformation is of importance and there may be a marked difference in activity between
enantiomers. However, if drug activity depends upon a physicochemical property, then enantiomers would be
expected to show similar activity.

Some anesthetic drugs are presented as a mixture of isomers. Racemic mixtures are mixtures of different
enantiomers in equal proportions. Examples include the volatile agents (except sevoflurane), racemic bupivacaine
and atropine.
While the mixture may contain equal amounts of the two isomers, the contribution to activity, both
pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic, may be very different and, indeed, one may be responsible for undesirable
toxicity or side effects.
The cardiac toxicity of bupivacaine is thought to be predominantly due to the R-bupivacaine isomer. Ropivacaine is
the S-enantiomer of a bupivacaine homolog that has decreased cardiac toxicity. The S (+) enantiomer of ketamine is
more potent than the R (-) form and is also less likely to produce emergence delirium.
There may be advantages in selecting the more desirable moiety from a racemic mixture and producing it as a single
isomer, known as an enantiopure preparation.

